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HorseFeathers

A Word from His Grace
by Duke Alucard Draconis
[Not really by Alucard]
Greetings! This is your new Duke,
Alucard. I’m really excited about the
new reign! We’re going to have a
great time and will hopefully swell
with new members.
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On that note, please do anything
you can to get more members out to
the park. Bring your friends, family,
whatever. The more people at the
park, the more fun everyone will
have.
Also, I just got married, so now that
that’s out of the way, I can concentrate really hard on being Duke. For
instance, I spent a really long time
writing this submission for the newsletter. I know, I know.. it reads more
like Exedor is just making it up as
he’s typing along wondering why I
didn’t send anything in, but no,
really, it’s me. [not -Ed.)

editing photos. I should totally have
had Lorithavon do it. Maybe I’d
have some neato flames and junk
too. Damn that Exedor and his
crappy software.
Anyway, that’s
Also, the picture looks pretty silly. enough for now, maybe I’ll put more
Exedor is lame when it comes to in the next issue.
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From our New Regent [Yea.. it’s Exedor again, you’ll totally know it anyway]
Dear Populace,
I’m the new Regent. Yay!!
I want to have great feasts and maybe start having revels again. In addition, I think Arts and Science meetings, which can be used to actually make stuff or
maybe to share ideas or just socialize, would be awesome. I hear stories of the old days and groups of people meeting at someone’s house and it being an awesome time. I like awesomeness. Awesomness is good.
Bring on the awesome. Please?
Plus, I like to watch people fight. We need more people
so more people will fight and I can be entertained.
It’s late at night now and I’m tired. Oh, and Exedor is
Awesome. Please tell him so.
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A WORD FROM THE WHIPPING BOY
Wait... does that say "Whipping Boy?" That wasn't in
the job description! Oh well. As Heir Apparent, it is my
job to do stuff. That's right, I said stuff. I will be reeving
occasionally, helping out with various park needs, bringing new people to the park, etc.... That's right, I said
"bringing new people to the park," and I intend to make
good on the promise. To that end, I would like to see
overall attendance increase dramatically. Where are the
people who should be at the park? Who knows, who
cares. But to those members truly dedicated to the
Duchy, I give praise. It sometimes takes a tremendous
effort of will to say "I need to log out of WOW," or "I'll
just bring my girlfriend TO the park, and then we'll both
be there!" With the new members I intend to bring in, it
would be great to show them a flourishing Amtgard
community.

this reign. In addition, I will be making many, many
weapons. I would like the standard of weapon construction to be very high- I plan to have many weapons with
me at the park. With any luck, we can establish a set of
loaner weapons. Can you fight without a sword?
Probably not. In addition, I want to help those incapable
of building weapons correctly learn how (*cough* Marcil
*cough*). It would be great if everybody would all have
a set of LEGAL weapons to use.

A Word from the Guildmaster of Barbarians-

A Word from the Guildmaster of Bards-

In times of war, we must be very careful to defend the
borders of our Duchy. Granted, we aren't exactly at
war, but that sounded like a great way to start a rant.
Now, on to business. There are very few barbarians on
the field, and those that do play are often not quite "in
the spirit." I'd like to see some old-fashioned barbaric
ravings. Role-play is one of the reasons that people
come to Amtgard, and I think that it needs to be seen
more. To that end, when I play barbarian, I'm going to
BE barbaric on the field- expect screaming,unexpected
charges, and possibly foolish rushes onto the field. I do
have barbarian loaner equipment, albeit not much, so I
will accept no excuse other than something along the
lines of "I can't move my leg" for not fighting- there will
be much fighting.

Greetings, fair people of the Duchy! I have much news
from the Bard's guild... or rather, I would, if people
would play bard on the battlefield! It seems that many
people think bards are a weak class. Unfortunately,
they are partially correct. A 1st-level bard brings very
little effectiveness to the battlefield. On that note, I
would like the people playing bard to step up a notch.
The role of the bard is to entertain, to enrapture, and
most importantly, to distract. A good bard can successfully keep 6 people busy with a good legend spell.
Even if YOU are not a good bard, you can still enjoy
annoying the heck out of people on the field. I can't
pretend that I play bard well, but I sure have a lot of fun
doing it.

I want people to be at the park, with the right attitude,
having fun. If something is ever impeding with the
"Spirit of the Game," it should be brought to somebody's attention. If nothing else, Amtgard is like a family- if somebody is stealing the cookies from the cookie
jar, you tell the grown-ups. Of course, even if there are
no cookies to be eaten, there is still Amtgard to be
Of course, attendance isn't my only concern. A good played, and play it we shall!
reeve will help any battlegame run smoothly, and I intend to eventually be a good reeve. I would encourage Sincerely,
anyone who is reeves-qualified to reeve at least once Lurker,Heir Apparent of PV

Ugh,
Lurker, Guildmaster of Barbarians.

	


In the Spirit of Fun,
Lurker, Guildmaster of Bards.
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BOD MEETING -- JULY 14, 2007
President: Elena Moreno
Monarch/Secretary: Robert McClenahan
Prime Minister: Chris Tillman
Treasurer: Jeff Moehn
Alternate: Cindy Ploen

election official to be only on the day
the election official is determined and
only if the election official asks for it.

Added clause that multiple allthings
may occur in a single month with or
without notice.

Specific Elections:
Voting:
Expanded note under Monarch, ReMoved notation that votes must be
Call to Order: 12:40 pm mdt
gent, and Heir Apparent to specify
announce a week before hand from
that requirements for office are in the
Purpose
Corpora Article IV: Positions
Crown Quals Article.
Discussed removing requirements Procedure:
Review:
for office of Prime Minister if listed
Clarify procedure to be parliaParticular attention called to new comelsewhere; they are not list anywhere
mentary procedure.
bined Guild Master section.
else clause kept.
Corrected Typo in Prime Minister Under Changing the RoP and the Corpora
Scribe: Added call out for PM to submit a
requirements.
Added stipulation that organizers
dues paid list for the newsletter.
of tournaments and battlegames
'3' repeated under Elections; corrected
may make special stipulations to
Added a notation that the newsletter enumeration.
the rules that apply only for the
should be disseminated monthly.
duration of their event.
Voting:
Concern expressed over New Guild MasAdded call out that officer elections and Amending the Corpora:
ter of Heraldry being separate from other
board elections shall be done in writing
Reprised failed amendment proceGuild Masters. As a "lifetime" position
and saved in chapter records. Others
dure for clarity.
consensus was to keep it separate. Sugshall be conducted by consensus.
Clarified what happens to a killed
gestion made to change the name of the
Proxy votes may only be cast for
amendment.
position, idea like but lacked a acceptable
written ballots.
alternate name.
Changed eligibility call out and made Under Dues and Treasury Policy
its own bullet point: Normally only
Removed dues amount; replaced
Glenalth was previously contacted about
voting members may vote; certain
with reference to the RoP that specithe Troll position. He commented, "I can
elections may allow additional memfies the amount for dues.
do monthly updates if people give me
bers to vote or further restrict who
Removed call outs for who writes
things to update with on a monthly basis."
may vote.
and signs checks; replaced with a
stipulation that checks must have
Corpora Article IV: Positions
Under Impeachment:
two signatures.
Accepted with minimal changes
added notation that the BoD deterGrounds for Impeachment:
mines who may sign on the account.
Corpora Article V: Government
Clarified criminal activity to apply to
First Discussion
activities undertaken while in office Elena announced that with the end of her
and as defined under violations in the term as Regent she will be transferring
Under Elections:
Mundane Law article.
her credits to lost souls and will no longer
Changed Dereliction of duty to Malfea- be eligible to serve on our BoD. See will
Election Official:
sance, Misfeasance, or Nonfeasance. be present at the next BoD meeting to
Add notation that since the Prime minoversee the transfer.
ister has a seat on the board he is dis- Under Allthing:
qualified from running board elections.
Due to our participation in the state fair
Changed time frame for selecting the Frequency:
parade, the next meeting has been
election official if the GMR is also
Clarified frequency to once each pushed back to 9/15/07.
disqualified from four weeks to two
calendar month.
weeks; the same as the time frame
Removed clause to allow scheduled Adjourned: 1:40 pm mdt
to declare for office.
allthings to be cancelled; an all thing
Changed the language for the advice
can be quickly adjourned if there is
from the GMR to the newly minted
no business.
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AWARDS GIVEN BY DUKE KATE AT HARVEST WAR
Order of the Dragon - Styxx Nobleheart
Order of the Rose - Lurker and Marcil
Order of the Lion - Lorithavon x2
Order of the Lion - Theodoxus
Order of the Lion - Lila von Weiss
Order of the Lion - Exedor
Order of the Gryphon - Marcil
Warmaster - Glenalth
First level Order of the Warrior - Draken
Order of the Gryphon - Laughing Crow
Order of the Hydra - Alucard, Lor, and Nacoochee
A&S Champion - Alucard

Order of the Owl - Lor
Order of the Dragon - Lor
Garber Credit - Lor
Order of the Rose - Lor
Order of the Rose - Nacoochee
Order of the Owl - Lurker
Order of the Dragon - Lurker
Order of the Owl - Styxx
Order of the Dragon - Styxx
Order of the Dragon - Shayleigh
Order of the Dragon - Sylph
Order of the Dragon - Trey the Destroyer
Order of the Flame - Lila von Weiss, Shayleigh,
Glenalth, Skywalker, Alucard

THOUGHTS AND RANTS OF BARON EXEDOR WAYFEL
Greetings to you all! I hope this long term member, but also an
missive finds thee in high spirits officer, accomplished craftsman,
and good times.
and noble. (Hi Styxx, love you
man) There’s really no reason
for you not to have garb, friend.
Today’s Rant.. the Pant Rant!!
Pants.. specifically garb pants.
You should wear them. Unless
you’re a girl, then you can wear
a skirt or dress if you’d prefer,
but garb pants are still fine.
Heck, I’m a guy, girls can even
wear tights if they like. Heck, for
that matter, so can the guys, I
don’t mind. In fact, the guys can
wear kilts too. I’m ok with that
too. Basically, wear some garb.
Throwing a tabard or even a tunic on over whatever you were
wearing is passable, but really, if
you’ve been out for more than a
few weeks, I’d really (really
really) like to see you in proper
garb.

To help solve the problem, if
anyone needs pants, Isoud
would be glad to either make
them for you for a modest price
(mostly materials, unless you
provide it) or even teach you
how to make them. Maybe that
would be a good A&S meeting.
We’d be happy to host sometime
even, if that helps.

The reason I chose to mention it
is that when I saw you at the
feast, it was so noticeable that
you weren’t wearing garb pants.
You’re upper body was awesome, great garb and gear and Baron Exedor, signing off
belt and even bling! Awesome!
But then that was all blemished PS Just so I don’t get a bunch of
by denim shorts and sneakers.
flack for being negative, which
isn’t my goal. There are also
Then I started thinking about it.. several people out there on the
you aren’t alone. I didn’t think field that are garbed well: Lopants were hard to make, but rithavon, Ash, Glenalth, Alucard
then I thought about it some and others. If I didn’t mention
more and was like “how the heck you and you have good garb,
would *I* know? I just ask Isoud forgive me, it’s late and I’m tired.
for pants and they appear!” Perhaps they are more difficult than
I’d thought.

I’ll be honest, this was all
brought forcefully to my attention Anyway, Styxx gets to be my rant
at the Harvest War feast. There topic impetus this month, Conis a member of our group (you’ll grats!
all know who) that not only a
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Fear the Super Leif!!
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CREDITS!!

Filler!
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